
KRONOS for 
MANUFACTURING
Increase Productivity, Control Costs — and Gain a New Competitive Edge

PHYSICIAN COVERAGE SCHEDULING
Your group. Your rules. Your schedule. 



EZCall is a platform enabling physicians  
to easily and efficiently CREATE, MANAGE,  
AND TRACK SCHEDULES

EZCall Scheduler
Our powerful software provides administrators with robust automatic schedule creation capabilities. Physician 
coverage and daily assignments are easily configured to support your group’s needs. The reporting and 
scheduling processes are fast, efficient, and fair. Users of the system benefit from better quality schedules 
that are online and always up to date.

Request Manager
Group members can optimize their schedules by simply entering requests online or from any iPhone® or 
Android™ smartphone. Administrators then effortlessly manage these requests, ensuring appropriate staff 
coverage at all times. Once schedules are published, users are able to trade assignments with each other 
automatically, or with administrator approval, if preferred.

Rotation Manager
Academic institutions appreciate the ability to create and manage their resident rotations. These assignments 
automatically feed into the coverage scheduling, ensuring that residents are assigned appropriate coverage 
based on their current rotation, level of training, and clinical experience.

OR Manager
EZCall®, a Kronos® solution, gives you a powerful tool to manage your daily staffing and room assignments. 
Available resources from multiple schedules are merged into a highly configurable dashboard view that 
makes it easy to understand who is available and what their capabilities are. After assigning your staff to 
rooms, they can be notified of their daily assignments with the simple click of a button.

EZCall Mobile
Users of EZCall can access their schedule anywhere using native iOS and Android apps. Request and shift-
swap functionality are also available on the go so that group members can plan for future scheduling needs 
as they arise.

“I would recommend this program to any busy department chair.” 

— J. Dean Feldman, M.D.



Robust Scheduler
Whether creating the yearly rotation schedule, 
the monthly coverage schedule, or the daily OR 
schedule, EZCall gives you the tools to ensure that 
the scheduling process is fast, efficient, and fair.

• Automated schedule creation
• Customized to your group’s rules
• Fair call distribution
• Ensure subspecialty coverage
• Easily manage multiple locations
• Assign and manage resident locations
• Daily schedule creation

Advanced Reporting
Powerful reports ensure the schedule is fair and 
transparent, all with payroll accuracy. EZCall gives 
you insight into your practice patterns and staff 
utilization like never before.

• Account for everyone, every day
• Robust reporting and tracking
• Original and current schedules
• Detailed transaction log

Scalable Platform
EZCall is built to be the most flexible and configurable 
system on the market. We use proven, state-of-the-
art technology to ensure your data are safe, secure, 
and always available.

• Highly configurable
• Personalized training and support
• Enterprise-level security and compliance
• Role-based permissions
• Compatible with all browsers
• Integration with other systems
• Free updates

Accessible Anywhere
You can access EZCall online or via your mobile 
devices. Our native iOS and Android apps and 
syncing capabilities give you schedule access even 
without an internet connection.

• Intuitive, easy-to-use web interface
• Synced access from any device
• Make requests and trade assignments remotely
• Schedule change notifications
• Group communication tools

Specialized solutions for every type of group

Single-specialty 
practices
Our powerful scheduler 
was designed to create 
equitable schedules. 
Request and shift-swap 
capabilities maximize 
flexibility. Reporting 
ensures transparency.

Academic  
departments
Everything you need to 
manage your complex 
staffing needs. Effortlessly 
manage multiple locations 
and schedules, track 
resident rotations, 
and more.

Management  
companies
Whether you oversee a large 
number of independently 
managed groups or cover 
multiple locations with one 
large pool of resources, 
we will save you time 
and money.

Multispecialty  
practices
Using EZCall creates 
enterprise-wide clarity. 
We improve staffing 
efficiency, enhance 
communication, and ensure 
an accurate institution-wide 
coverage schedule.

Find more info, or request a demo, at ezcall.com
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EZCall, a Kronos Solution

The EZCall Difference

Created by physicians
EZCall was created by two practicing physicians, so we understand your needs better than 
anyone. It is our shared desire to help you manage your increasingly complex scheduling needs 
that drives our continued innovation and our unwavering attention to every detail.

Highly customizable
We know every group has unique needs, so we partner with you to develop a fully customizable 
solution that exceeds your expectations. You tell us what you need, and we’ll make it happen.

Heroic customer service 24/7/365
You receive personal support through implementation and beyond. We pride ourselves on building 
ongoing relationships with our clients, and we are there anytime you need us.

Innovation is our business
We are a division of Kronos, the global leader in workforce management solutions. Kronos for 
Healthcare partners with over 10,000 providers across the continuum of care to develop their 
most valuable asset — their workforce — into their competitive advantage.

+1 844 339 2255  |  ezcall.com

EZCall sets the standard for web-based physician coverage schedules
EZCall, a division of Kronos, is the industry standard for creating flexible, fair, and equitable 
schedules for physician groups, hospitalists, and resident physicians throughout North 
America. Even the most complex rules can be automated to easily and accurately produce 
coverage schedules — so you can spend less time on administration and more time providing 
patient care. EZCall empowers organizations to optimize their workforce to provide high-quality 
care while simultaneously increasing staff satisfaction and improving work/life balance.


